
:. PIEMONTE DOC PINOT NOIR | RED DRY  

PALO ALTO 
 

:. REGION   Monferrato, Piedmont 

:. VINEYARD  “Palo Alto” | Facing South 

:. GRAPES  100% Pinot Noir 

:. ALCOHOL  14%  

:. WINEMAKING Among the most noble and mysterious grape varieties, Pinot 

Noir requires a manual harvest of ripen grapes, followed by 

the immediate crushing of whole grapes, natural 

clarification of the must, fermentation in thermo-controlled 

stainless steel tanks, and a careful délestage. After a natural 

clarification, it rests quietly in French oak barriques for 12 

months, before aging in bottle for over two years, time that 

gives to the wine its personality and sensual refinement. 

Produced in small quantities and only in the best years! 

 

:. COLOR  Deep ruby red, territorial, with beautiful garnet reflexes 

 

:. NOSE Complex bouquet, varietal and intriguing, which opens to the 

flowers and ripe red fruit: roses, strawberries and currants are 

revealed on a soft bed of spices and aromatic herbs 

 

:. TASTE  Full-bodied, austere, it shows his personality and ask for a careful tasting. It welcomes 

with a spicy entry, lying between tongue and palate with silky tannins, offering fruity, 

enveloping aromas and notes of spices and truffles. The large stage narrates the terroir 

of Monferrato, accompanying the very long persistence. 

 

:. PAIRING Elegant and complex wine, thanks to the peculiar alcoholic strength is the ideal 

companion to the peppered pork or tasty pasta - never spicy. Friend of lamb, poultry and 

cold cuts, it prefers simple recipes, where it expresses all its energy. Also perfect for 

meditations, quiet conversations and solitary readings. 

 

:. SUGGESTIONS Challenging and intriguing, this wine wins also the most experienced winelovers. It is an 

important presence throughout all his aging, with greater tenor in the youth. For 

explorers. 

 

        16-18 °C       BALLON       15-20 YEARS 
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